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Introduction 

Serene Education has decided to publish this manual because we see 

so many fall foul of these 7 Deadly Trading Sins 

These emotions get in the way of the trading success of many, and it 

is these ‘sufferers’ that we feel are reflected in the 95% failure rate 

quoted in the media. 

If you have been trading and are successful, you WILL have avoided 

bringing these emotions into your trading and have probably been 

curious about the contents of this ‘book’.  To you we say, excellent! 

However, be careful and don’t be too hasty to think you are safe… 

 

To the new or would be Forex Traders we say ‘well done’, by reading 

this manual you will be well prepared, if only mentally to recognise 

these emotions should they try to snare you unawares… 

 

To those of you who know you are failing and know YOUR 

Emotional Trading is eroding YOUR Capital Rapidly, please read on 

and we hope that it will help you to recognise where and how these 

emotions invade your rational trading performance. 

We know that Forex Trading is lucrative as do you, but we have to get 

it right!  No one will be successful if they do not get their emotions in 

check. 
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Sometimes this can be because you do not have the correct mind set 

(unlikely, since you are still trading), but your struggling bank is more 

than likely as a result of poor or substandard education. 

We hope this gets you on the correct road, but please if you need help 

contact us at support@sereneeducation.com there are several ways 

that we can be contacted and we always respond. 
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We could write a long complex piece on the subject and there may 

come a time in our relationship when we can have such a discussion. 

However, we are going to keep this short and sweet, we don’t want you 

to get lost in words; we want you to think long and hard about how 

these traits maybe manifest in your Forex Trading, actually in any 

trading…. 

… and they titled in red for a reason! 

 

PRIDE 

Pride is defined in most dictionaries as ‘a disproportionate belief in 

ones’ own abilities’.  

How is this to be understood in your trading... 

 

It’s the number one sin in our book, it will 

stop you from exiting a trade that is going 

against you because you are never wrong, 

are you? You’ve been trading for long 

enough to know what really happening, 

you don’t need to change your position, 

you are never wrong. 

Another name for Pride could be Arrogance and that would fit well 

with the trader who will perhaps buy more shares in the opposite 

direction to price movement, because you are right and everyone else is 

wrong, even those who are making vast amounts in the trade as you 

witness YOUR trade rapidly going against you, are wrong!  

The real problems lays with NOT CLOSING YOUR POSITION and 

selling something at a loss because your pride will not allow you to 
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phone your broker and close the trade, he’ll know you were wrong 

after all, and that is just not going to happen. 

This trait can even be seen with those that manage their trades online, 

they will not close out, even though the trade is sinking through the 

floor, you will not sell, because you are right and everyone else is 

wrong. 

You know the trade is going to turn at any moment, because you can’t 

be wrong even though, price action and your charts are showing you a 

very different story.  

Pride will also keep you from trading with a well thought out plan; you 

will find yourself overtrading because you are overconfident… 

Pride comes before a fall don’t you know!!!!!!!! 

I am sure I don’t need to tell you to get rid of this trading trait. Read 

what your charts are telling you, sell your position if your strategy and 

price action is telling you to and stay in the business for the long term!! 

 

GREED 

Perhaps a good description of greed is an insatiable desire for more 

and more…. 

Let me clarify this a bit, there is nothing wrong with wanting to do well 

materially, perhaps traders are amongst the most driven people in the 

world with a real desire to make it…. 

But, if not checked it will be your ruin. Greed usually comes when you 

are in a winning trade; you want to get more out of the trade. Your 

return just keeps growing and you are making a mint.  

You keep adding to your position and over leveraging yourself, after all, 

you are the ‘king of your castle’, you have the Midas touch, don’t you? 
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Suddenly, the trade or probably trades, (because you have opened 

more positions on the pair) are retracing and you are breaking even, 

no, hang on just in negative.  Oh no, now I’m in real losing positions… 

But you won’t close out because you 

have the Midas touch, it’s just hitting 

previous support…. broken through. 

Blast, its hit your stop loss and you’re out 

at a massive loss.  Consequence of Greed 

I’m afraid! 

And of course you didn’t cut your losses, because you weren’t wrong, 

were you? 

Have your trades for the day given you your targets?  Then get out of 

the Market, tomorrow is always another day, and each day has its own 

opportunities. 

Greed has no place in your trading, it will ruin you. You will take too 

many risks and you will suffer the above consequences time and time 

again.  

Do you really enjoy this roller-coaster of emotions enough to 

experience multiple days like this one? 

The best advice we can give you is to stick to your trading plan, 

assuming you have one and don’t let this greedy nature of yours include 

you in the published 95% failure rate.   

If you don’t have a trading plan, please write one.  It must include, 

thinks such as where will you trade, when will you trade, how many 

trades will you take, which pairs will you trade and how much do I take 

off of the trading table for CONSISTENT PROFITS. 
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GLUTTONY 

Isn’t that the same as GREED, you say?  

Well, in truth no, it isn’t.  It is much further down the traders’ road to 

ruinous behaviour!! 

We are going to use it in the frame of taking very much more than you 

could every need in any concept! 

Brokers are more than happy to allow you to buy CFDs and let you 

spread bet on credit or in other words huge margins. Maybe you only 

have $100 and they let you trade on $1000. Absolutely fine if you are 

disciplined and have a good trading plan in place. 

But the real danger is in overspending and finding yourself with such 

heavy losses that you do not have a hope to cover. But, you keep going 

on and on in the never ending road to 

gluttony. 

Trading on margin is very dangerous, and 

you can end up spending money you just 

don’t have, in your gluttonous never ending 

road to gathering more than you could ever 

require, without the money to cover all 

eventualities.  

Trade within your budget and exercise strict MONEY and TRADE 

MANAGEMENT at all times. 

If you don’t know how that works stop trading until you do!!!!!! 

And if you don’t know how to do it, get in touch and quickly, if you see 

yourself as a long term trader, compounding your wins with the 

objective of having a larger trading bank to lessen your risk when 

trading. 
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ENVY 

I really understand this one.  Our inboxes are flooded with other 

traders’ successes. Self-improvement books are crammed full of how to 

grow rich just by asking the universe to provide you with unimaginable 

wealth. 

We just want the same don’t we, and why not?  Others can do it and 

have it all, why not me?  

It is possible, really possible. But it works best when you exercise 

compounding strategies. I have learnt through the years that the 

hideous trait of desiring the wealth of others can leave you making 

really unwise risky trades.  And ending up very much worse off than 

when you started out. 

We know that you only have $1000.00 in your trading account and can 

only trade $1 per point, but Warren Buffet is buying businesses at 

$9bn?  

Warren Buffet is the greatest example of 

someone who knew the power of compounding 

and growing his bank with the discipline to 

thoroughly research his prospect! This was 

practised by him right from day one.  Yes he 

wanted wealth and desired wealth, but not other 

peoples; he wanted his own and was prepared to 

grow it from the ‘ground up’ 

He also had the long term investment view and to my knowledge 

(limited it may be), he’s never had a get rich quick philosophy. 

The envious types will (in their desperation to have what others have 

NOW) be driven to taking too many trades and may be indulging in 

RISKY TRADING. 
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So the motto is: don’t worry about what the others have, even if you’re 

starting small, compound your wins to grow your bank. Your money 

will come sooner than you think, SAFELY. 

 

SLOTH 

A dislike of work 

I can’t think of any of any personality trait that is so far from the way of 

growing your wealth.  

It is one of the deadliest of the 7 sins.  It is from this mind-set that 

advertiser and the media have been able to build THEIR wealth.  You 

know, the do it the easy way – do you belong to the ‘think yourself rich 

club!!!’  

It’s very easy to be slothful, you just don’t need to do anything, let 

everyone do the work for you! How? 

Well, that’s easy. Tipsters and Robots, there you go, job done! That is 

exactly why Tipsters and Scripters have more money than most of you 

do, you buy them, act on them and you are extremely disappointed 

when the trade doesn’t work your way and yet again, YOU are out of 

profit, perhaps even down in your bank. 

Yes, I can understand that the fundaments of share trading are tedious, 

take up hours of your time and on top of that you must look at the 

charts as well??? 

Listen, it’s your money, your financial future that at stake here and 

YOU need to be diligent. 

You will only make money if you put the work in, YOU NEED to 

think carefully about each prospect you are considering. Check the 

company out and do your technicals.  It is only then that you will see 

the real returns. Promise 
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I read a book once where the author stated that ‘he 

knew a tipster that wrote a tip sheet that made loads of 

cash, made him a millionaire in fact.’  Money made 

from Investors who were to bone idle to do their own 

research.  Many of them had given up trading – but 

were so slothful that they couldn’t even be bothered to 

cancel the Direct Debit. 

 

But in all honestly, when my family were young I found it hard to put 

the time and work in.  I found our new family life exhausting and I was 

so tired. I had to think of another way, and it was at this point that I 

looked at the Forex Market. I had some friends that had traded the 

Forex with real success and after speaking with them I took some 

education, because as with any trading it can be a lethal business if you 

do not know what you are doing and have no knowledge of the relevant 

Market. 

I liked what I saw; there were not too many tradeables. There were 

very few fundamentals and just about 22 currency pairs that I had been 

coached would consider trading. I haven’t looked back.  

My final comments are: If you want to be successful with your trading, 

put the work in, whatever the Market!! 

 

LUST 

Whether you have traded a really good position with your chosen 

currency pair / stocks or not, if you are not in the business of seeing 

your trades as they really are – a means to the end of putting cash into 

your account. You need to stop trading now!! 

I know of many currency and stock traders that have fallen into the lust 

trap. It doesn’t matter what they do, they just love the stocks and are 

I wonder why this book flooded the 

market and made the Author a terrific 

amount of money. 
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going to stay with them for the long haul, whether the trade goes against 

you or not. 

So many traders fall heavily into lust with their trades, they trade 

beyond reason. They trade them certain they will be winners. Then 

they lose with them and buy them back AGAIN certain they will come 

around and be the winners they always thought they would. 

The papers, blog posts, and brokers 

are singing the praises of the latest 

sexy ‘whizzy wee’ expected to make a 

packet and you can see the sheep 

from miles away, almost falling over 

themselves in their hankering for the 

stock….. 

They have fallen in love with them and even if they have really done 

well with the trade when the time comes to close the position, they just 

can’t, they really can’t! 

These traders have fallen so desperately in love with their trades that 

they are in danger of suffocating. 

Listen, if this is happening to you, if you cannot separate yourself from 

your trades, stop trading now!! 

Learn some trading psychology, think about why you are trading and 

find some rule based strategies that will allow you to trade without 

emotion.  

http://sereneeducation.com/uk_forex.html has some incredible 

strategies that allow you to trade emotion free with ease. 

 

 

 

http://sereneeducation.com/uk_forex.html
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WRATH 

Just as dangerous in trading as 

in everyday life. Once the 

emotion of wrath has set in it is 

very hard to get control. 

We all get upset and slightly 

peeved when we find ourselves in a trade that has turned and threatens 

to stop you out or even worse has stopped you out…… 

‘Peeved, I hear you say, ‘what sort of a word is that. It doesn’t even 

begin to describe how I feel’.  

Then this scenario sets in: you buy more in an attempt to break even, 

sure that it will bounce back. It doesn’t, you lose more.  Now you are 

really wrathful as you watch it carry on down in its new direction, the 

warnings were there, but…. 

So you decide to get even, you’ll beat it, if it’s the last thing you do… 

 

 

 

You know, if you are in a ‘bad’ trade, it’s your responsibility to get out 

and cut your losses short. Getting angry is not going to put money into 

your account, in fact it’s very likely to do the direct opposite. 

Really, surely, its far better to follow along in the 

current, the way the Market is going, than to try and 

beat it!  Who will lose their money FIRST?  But it 

won’t be YOU will it, you are never wrong, are you? 

The stock wouldn’t do it to you, would it? 
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So rather, exit the trade with enough money in your bank to be able to 

‘trade another day’. 

If you really can’t control your anger, leave your screen and go for a 

long walk, preferably with trees and lots of green, or maybe buy the sea.  

Go anywhere that takes you away from trading and in these days of 

iPhones, leave it at home. 

Revenge trading is definitely what you need to avoid at times like 

these!! 

 

 

Serene Education hopes this manual has helped you to understand 

what may be adding to your trading dilemmas. 

These deadly trading behaviours have taken many traders down the 

road to financial self-destruction.  Many traders do not understand that 

they must get their trading psychology right if they want to succeed with 

their trading. 

Our courses are designed to help you to understand the type of trader 

you are!  We then tailor them to suit YOUR trading personality, then 

and only then will you be able to trade the Serene Way, the Successful 

Way.  
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